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Card games Quiz: Trivia Questions and Answers

  

  1. What is the primary device which the card game is played with?

Dominoes

Dice

Playing cards

2. How many sides does each card have?

One side

Two sides

Three sides
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3. In which century did the first playing cards appear?

8th century

9th century

10th century

4. What are the card games for one player known as?

Poker games

Solitaire or patience card games

Table games

5. Which of these is one of the most important card games for two players?

Solitaire

Poker

Piquet

6. How many players can play "contract bridge"?

One

Four

Two

7. Where in the world the direction of the game goes in an anticlockwise direction?

Most of Asia and in Latin America

Asia and North America

North America and Australia

8. What is the role of the dealer?

To decide when the game ends

To shuffle the cards and distribute them to the players

To teach others to play cards

9. When does a hand end?
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When the players have finished playing their hands

When a player doesn't know what to do

When the cards are shuffled

10. Which category does the game Blackjack belong to?

Accumulating games

Comparing games

Fishing games
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Card games Quiz: Trivia Questions and Answers

Right answers

  1. What is the primary device which the card game is played with?
  Playing cards
  2. How many sides does each card have?
  Two sides
  3. In which century did the first playing cards appear?
  9th century
  4. What are the card games for one player known as?
  Solitaire or patience card games
  5. Which of these is one of the most important card games for two players?
  Piquet
  6. How many players can play "contract bridge"?
  Four
  7. Where in the world the direction of the game goes in an anticlockwise direction?
  Most of Asia and in Latin America
  8. What is the role of the dealer?
  To shuffle the cards and distribute them to the players
  9. When does a hand end?
  When the players have finished playing their hands
  10. Which category does the game Blackjack belong to?
  Comparing games
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